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Chapter 1414: will be the past 

 

Feibman was also by Anxia's side. He did not participate in the layout, but participated in the closing of 

the net. 

The speed of closing the net was so fast that he didn't catch his breath, and then something big 

happened. 

The Morton family's announcement was sent out on the third morning. First, they expressed their 

disappointment and anger with righteous words. Finally, they told the countries with righteous faces 

that they would withdraw from the imperial domain forever. 

The announcement from the Rubille family was not issued until the afternoon of the fourth day, and the 

corners of the hypocritical mouth made An Xia feel disgusted. 

This is the so-called imperial domain. 

A rotten and smelly place. 

"Let's go, the final curtain is over, I need to appear." An Xia left the basement, where her grandfather 

used to be, and now it is her place. 

When she returns to the Xia Kingdom, this place will also turn to ashes. 

The imperial domain has been separated from her since then. 

Feibman didn't know where to go, so he asked in a daze, "Where?" 

"Castle." Anxia answered him. 

She's leaving anyway, so be kind to those who at least never betrayed her. 

Wenthyr's heart was heavy. 

He looked at the back of An Xia walking by. It was obvious that the matter was about to end, and the 

Imperial Domain was about to cease to exist. Why was he not happy at all? 

Rather panicked. 

It's the kind of panic that can't hold something. 

In the castle, An Qian hadn't eaten or drank for three days. With red eyes, she kept calling the major 

families. 

"Why don't you answer the phone, what are they trying to do! Those who betrayed the imperial 

domain, you will all go to hell, and God will punish you!" 

"Answer the phone! Damn, answer me!!!" 

"Venthyr, you're an asshole! You're cheating on my feelings, asshole! Asshole!" 



An Qian in the base has completely lost everything, but she still hasn't given up. She is the emperor, and 

these guys have to listen to her! Must listen to her! 

Trapped in Ruoda's office at the base, An Qian was still making calls. 

She didn't know yet that the Imperial Domain base on the small island at sea had been invaded by 

Tianxuan computer and started the seawater inversion program. If it was a big one, the base like a sci-fi 

blockbuster would disappear completely with the inversion of seawater. 

Adam received an emergency contact from the Tianwei guarding the base. 

He rushed into the office and told An Qian at the fastest speed, "Emperor! The base is flooded with sea 

water, please..." 

"Go away! Go away! Make it go away! Make it go away completely!" 

An Qian didn't want to hear about it at all, what kind of base, that broken base built on a small island at 

sea, she didn't care about it at all! 

Surrounded by the sea, she seems to be in a cage every time she passes by! 

I really don't know how An Xia endured staying there for so many years! 

The crazy An Qian didn't realize it, and Adam, who was loyal to her, showed deep disappointment on 

her face. 

The base, that is the base of the emperor, is the place that represents the identity of the emperor, and 

the emperor An Qian actually wants it to disappear completely. 

Is this the Emperor An Qian he knew, loyal to, and fell in love with? 

Why make him so unfamiliar. 

Adam stepped out of the office in Chengbao. He said to the Tianwei brothers at the base, "Get out, the 

Imperial Domain is gone." 

Without the base, the Imperial Domain would also cease to exist. 

And Emperor Anxi... 

Adam returned to the crazy An Qian in the office, and his eyes gradually became obsessed. 

Without the emperor of the imperial domain, is it still the emperor? 

Probably not. 

Then, Miss An Qian is just an ordinary woman. 

Adam walked towards An Qian... 

The gate of the castle slowly opened, and Emory Ann and Nina finally returned to the castle with the 

help of someone who didn't know. 

"Close the door, close the door! Alert! Alert!" 



After entering, Emory Ann roared loudly, ordering the door to be closed and no one allowed in. 


